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GRADS!

College game
ends-new for
life

Feature page 6

Negotiations to house students
University continues to consider Shiioh inn lor year-iong needs
ANN

He said- the university

PORN

expects to hear this week from

Assistant Editor

CELEBRITY
STUDENTS:

Shiioh Inn and will have a bet
ter idea of whether it would be

Some returning students
this fall may experience house

Photos now
online

keepers, cable television, abun

News page 3

d a n t w i r e l e s s i n t e r n e t a n d a fi t

Information will be available at

ness center a few steps away as

the Crescent web site soon after

part of their housing arrange

representatives from Shiioh Inn
contact the university

financially sound to pursue
housing at the hotel.

ments.

END OF THE
WORLD:

Apocalyptic
T. V. s e r i e s

A&E page 9

The university is exploring
the possibility of housing 75
students at the Newberg Shiioh
Inn for the entire upcoming
school year.
"It's a one-year solution and
then the new hall will open,"

(www.georgefox.edu/crescent).
••

-i-ji
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W h e n i t c o m e s t i m e t o fi n d

,

students to live at Shiioh Inn,
freshmen will definitely not be
housed there, Lau said.
"We would look for those

who want to live there first," he

said of returning students.

Associate Dean of Students

CHAMPIONS
AGAIN?

Season still

going strong
Sports page 10

Around the World
know what's happening

Deadly virus emerges
In Uige, Angola, teams of
health experts are trying to con
trol the worst outbreak of the

deadly Marburg Virus. Two
hundred fifty are dead so far.
The virus is extremely conta
gious and is passed through
bodily fluids. The teams are
hindered by people's reluctanceto call in suspicious cases
due to the desire to bury the
bodies quickly.
Anns equipment in Iraq

Equipment that was looted
from

Saddam

Hussein's

weapons manufacturing com

it's a great opportunity—it will
be an unusual experience for
students."
The need for additional

housing is caused by the
record-setting numbers of stu

appears looters held back the
equipment, waiting for prices
to rise.

Cardinals choose pope
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger

became Pope Benedict XVI
after only four rounds of ballot

ing in the conclave of
Cardinals, American cardinal-

tion is extremely valuable," said
Brad Lau, vice president of
Student Life. "It also raises

challenges in terms of space

executive

issues."

director

of

percent increase of incoming

The university has added
several houses and is eyeing the

fi-eshmen who sent deposits.
"It's really exciting because
we believe a George Fox educa-

off-campus wait list to see if
they can create enough space.
In the meantime, Johnstone

Admissions, said there is a 21

RURIK

CREATIVE LIVING: Housing arrangements may include several
rooms in the Shiioh Inn. Check The Crescent online for updates

dents next fall. Dale Seipp,

and other university officials
met with the regional manager
and other top employees of
Shiioh Inn to tour the Newberg

"There would be RA's and pos
sibly an AC who would
become the AC of the new res

idence hall (next year)."
The experience of creatively
housing students is nothing
new for Lau.
"I've been at institutions

facility and begin talks about where we've had to do this, and
it definitely has some great
housing students.
Lau said the university and advEintages," he said.
the iim are discussing the use of
However, there are some
o n e t o o n e a n d a h a l f fl o o r s a t

Continued on page 12

the inn.

First Lady of Liberia speaks in Bauman
ANN

PORN

generations of children."
Bryant addressed the stu

Assistant Editor

dents and younger age groups
The First Lady of Liberia,
Rosie-Lee Bryant, addressed
social concerns, education and

how it separated families.

health needs on April 18 when

nate you are to know where

iabout the horrors of war and
"You do not now how fortu

she spoke in Bauman

your parents are," Bryant said.

Auditorium.
The

plex two years ago is beginning
to reappear in open markets
and at border crossings. From
t h e s u d d e n a v a i l a b i l i t y, i t

BRIAN

Dave Johnstone said. 'T think

wife

of

She spent time addressing
health care issues, saying only

Chairman

Gyude Bryant, Rosie-Lee
Bryant was born in Liberia and

one hospital in Liberia is able to
serve patients.

educated there, continuing her
education in England and the
United States. Her family fled

decent hospital to treat aU of

"We do not even have a

the diseases in the country,"
Bryant said, referring to HIV,

to the United States after the

1980 military coup that ended
150 years of peace.
"This is not something I like
to remember or talk about, but

polio and others. "The doctors

do not even have aspirin to give
to the patients."

The U.N. gives displaced
Liberians in.refugee camps a

it's history," she said. "It hap
pened and we're still trying to

small stipend before it sends

chosen "because of his bril

pick up the pieces."
Bryant wore the stately and

liance as a theologian, his deep

regal traditional dress of her

LOVE FOR LIBERIA: A First Lady Bryant returned to her home

native African country.

country to serve her people and solicit humanitarian aid

elected chairman in 2003,
Bryant said she felt God calling

Bryant said.
Few places in Liberia had

dren who needed me, so many

electricity or running water and

her to return to her native coun

t i m b e r, g o l d a n d o t h e r
resources," Bryant said. "With

is why he took me back—to

the upcoming elections, we're
optimistic they will lift (the

afford a generator, she contin
ued. While primary education

sanctions)."
She talked about the horrors
that some children in Liberia

is free, schools have few sup

archbishops explained he was

spirituality and his ability to
communicate the faith with

clarity," according to the New
York Times.

New SAT test causes confusion

The results from the first SAT
test to include a section of writ

ing came in last week, and stu
dents, teachers and colleges are
still uncertain how to use the
data. The new test includes a

short essay, and some test-tak
ers are concerned about fair
grading. Many are unsure as to
how the new scores will affect
their chances of admission.

[April 22.20(b

When her husband was

try.

Although she lived a com

DEIDRE RHODES

families," she said. "I think this
help my people."
Bryant has been working

fortable suburban life, raising

s i n c e h e r h u s b a n d t o o k o f fi c e t o

several children who attended

address problems in Liberia,

college in the United States,

including international eco

Bryant said she doesn't feel she
is now missing out on the
American Dream, and said

nomic woes.

istration using the resources to

"The young child soldiers

there is a lot of work for her in

buy arms and kill our people,

have been using guns from the

Liberia.

"There were so many chil-

"Because of the past admin

the U.N. decided to put a sanc

tion on exporting diamonds.

faced, such as being forced to
fight and kill for the past admin
istration.

time they were 7 years old," she
said. "We've lost two and a half

them back to their hometowns,
but the money is not enough to
enable them to start a new life,

the average Liberian can't

plies and when children come

to school hungry they often
leave hungry, too.

"We cannot do it by our
selves—we need the help of the

international community, in

whatever way they can help,"
Bryant said.
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NEWS

arts ALIVE:
Art students took

May Serve trips gear up fer

turns spending 24

service areund the werid

Bon. The project

JOHN

hours in the glass
exhibit next to the
was to increase

awareness of the

OMS's TeamLink
short-term missions

MACY

Special to The Crescent

days of the trip, the

will travel in two teams to

team will have cultur

three countries through the

al sensitivity training
specific to Malawi as

university's annual "May
Serve" program.
One team will spend two

well as Chichewa les
sons. Chichewa and

English are the main
languages spoken in

weeks in Jamaica and two

weeks in Cuba through a part

Malawi.

nership with Friends United
Quaker church. The second
team will spend four weeks in
Malawi in southeast Africa

working with missionaries
from QMS International, a

worldwide mission organiza
tion.

The Jamaica/Cuba group
will be abroad May 4-June 3.
The team is led by Gregg

They will be involved with
music, drama, Bible studies,
testimonies, etc. On Sundays
the team will divide up into
two parts and they will be

College sharing testimonies,
drama, music and helping with
projects.

C u b a n c h u r c h e s . T h e 11
churches in a 35-mile radius

have been in continuous opera
tion for over 100 years. During
the past 12 years, over one
dozen American FUM mis

sions groups have traveled to
the Holguin area to work with
Cuban Christians — all with

out negative incidents, politi
cally, economically or physical
ly.

Jamaican nationals to com

plete work projects. During the
late afternoons they will work
with the orphanage directors
helping with their spiritual life
programming for the kids.

placed the artists in an art-

ous projects around the center,

the Northeastern Cuban town

working alongside FUM

direct the orphanages, and

The week-long exhibit

dren providing help with vari

and sports activities. They will
have several opportunities to

The first two weeks they
will begin their trip working
with'the Evangelical Friends

The Malawi team will be

gone May 5-June 5. It will be
led by Andrea Crenshaw,

director of discipleship and
outreach at George Fox, and
Frank Gorsline, the director of

IT'S A ZOO IN THERE:

week with the staff and chil

drama, preaching, prayer, pup
pets) at area Friends Churches.
During the second two
weeks of May they will be in

pastor.

alongside both Americans who

Mponela Feeding Center for a

VBS activities for the children

of Holguin (Ole-geen) Cuba,

During the days while the kids
are in school, they will work

The team will work at the

involved in ministry (music,

Lamm, the university's campus

group Friend United Meeting
(FUM) at their adolescent
orphanages (one for boys, one
for girls) in the North Central
Jamaican town of Highgate.

campus

program.
T h e fi r s t t h r e e

Thirty-five George Fox
University students next month

Meeting — a part of the

art community on

intesive environment, com

plete with plaques with each
"specimen's" specifications

participate in Chapel and other
services at Afncan Bible

T W O AT A T I M E :

Another part of the trip
will be partnering with Sports

Chris Stebbins and

Andrea Stiegler spent
a weekday on display,

Outreach Malawi, doing some
sports camps at some of the

painting their "cage"
and anything else they

Feeding Centers as well as
some soccer and volleyball
tournaments and possibly
some prison ministry. They
will share the Jesus story in
Chichewa in smaller villages
outside of Lilongwe in the
evenings. The team also will

have the' opportunity to partici
pate in some home stays for a
couple of days. They will
spend their last three days
debriefing in Zambia.

Annual Art Acadamy Awards given

could

Make $7,000 to $9,000
this summer

LEASE

Special to the Crescent
George Fox University's-fith
annual Art Academy Awards,
also known as the "Lippi's",
will be held on Saturday, April

invitation only. Since this is a
formal event, guests are invited

sor Gary Buhler that these lips

to

theme of these annual awards.

come

dressed

as

their

favorite movie star of in their

best red carpet apparel.

at 7 p.m. Art department facul

ue of David located in the

and Best of Show. Winners of

ty, students and friends will
gather to celebrate student

Academia Gallery of Florence,

each category are selected by

Italy. Art professor Mark Terry
purchased a cast of the lips
while visiting Europe and
decided with fellow art profes

all fellow art students. Each stu
dent that receives an award will

demic year. Due to limited

space however, admission is by

"TVe uwite cfou to
(focn. dto^ to iAe tece^tioK.

experience necessary. Will train.

to

^OT- dOteoicoHO.

Call Twin City Painting

and Siica. one te^iatened at

360-636-5505

Oftd tAetU^dacf. eont.

Mon-Fri 8 am - 5 pm

The Best in Newberg
Baked, Toasted, & Cold Subs

Nachos* Soups * Salads * Individual Pizzas

There are eight total cate

Beginning in 1999, the
Lippi Awards were inspired by
the lips of Michelangelo's stat

work and the 2004-2005 aca

and. Stica. Attn

OK fiie "TtutiA^ 0^ <it 5:00 ^ at

Requirements: Reliable vehicle.
Must be clean-cut. Full time. No

should be the symbol and

gories for awards: Sculpture,
Mixed Media, Painting,
Photography, Graphic Design,
Ceramics, Drawings/Prints

23 in the Kershner Lecture Hall

to- (Jo<fO<M£ef (^cte&ieiic titioti

Exterior painting in Portland,
St. Helens or Longview, WA

at "Lippi" contest fer art majors
MELINDA

Pogy's
Subs
up to 32oz

get his or her own copy of

of any half or full suh.
fox students only

David's lips.

^■pogys.com * 503-538-1000

Corrections:
The Cardinals meet in a conclave, not an enclave, to elect the next pope.

Hayes Street

Deliver^

.

The Crescent
Connection

fi n d .

JESSICA TROUT, Editor-in-Chief

c„a,

ANN DORN, Assistant Editor

charity J. EDWARDS r

DAN BENNETT, Sports Editor
JOHN MIDDLETON, Opinion Editor

MELANIE S. mock r

CRYSTAL FARNSWORTH, A&E Editor

Atmosphere

M a n a g e r C o p y E d i t o r, B u s i n e s s

EV
ANGELINE PATTifox,"®"'
Director ISQN, Communications

The Crescent encourages reader response and participation through leters to the editors. Letters should be

unsigned leters, but your name can be withheld by request. We reserve the right to edit for clarity and space 800^*""^" longer th

Crescent Staff folder. The opinions presented in this paper do not necessarily reflect
the opinions I'hestaff,
Cres ^ords.
We will not accept
" Crescent
Fo'<maii
The
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Celebrities here at GFUP

Blessings for the
journey
With Pastor Gre^ Lamm

student Jiliyn Chang seems to have spotted their twins
ANN nORN

Let

Assistant Editor

God

shape you
to

Jillyn Chang has long been

be

in

his image

haunted by the strange ability
to spot a celebrity look-alike.

Sometimes there is also carv

think of you?
Do you want to be

ing, gouging, tearing and

be remembered? Not just at
the end of your life while
people stand around eating
crackers, making toasts and
sharing stories of their

"It just seems a very stalker-

ish thing to do—to collect pic
tures of people," Chang said,
explaining she is not trying to

favorite (and probably "most

scare anyone.

"My brain works in mysteri
ous ways," she said. "I like to
watch people and I tend to

notice the way people are
dressed—I don't look around

remembered primarily for

and critique people, because I
have no clue about style, but I
watch people."

Chang began her journey as

a celebrity-spotter with a fan

site pairing the Mighty Ducks
with real-life people who

SPOTTING CELEBRITIES: Jillyn Chang has found quite a few
students at GFU she says resemble real-life stars. Her site can be

found at www.geocities.com/silentigress/gfucelebs.html

resembled them. When she

transferred to GFU as a junior
from Portland Community
College, one of the very first

put up his picture and they

was like, 'sure, why not!' He

agreed with me."
on

goes around using a really bad
British accent anyways so when

people she met, Jarod
Beukelman, looked like one of

celebrity look-alikes accidental
ly, Change doesn't need to wait

you put him next to Hugh
Grant it's perfect," she laughed

the stars of That 70's Show.

around for them to turn up.

" T h e fi r s t t i m e I m e t J a r o d I

thought 'I know I've never met
him but he looks so familiar,"'

Since

she

stumbles

Chang, whose artistic tal

"It's as it comes to me," she
said. "I don't go hunting people

hunt someone down. Definitely
bring things up to me, but ulti

resembled a star to her.

mately it's my opinion."
She feels the similarities

other people I knew, so I started

probably stop at appearance.

asking them 'if I made a list
and put you on it, would you be
scared and start thinking of me

"Most celebrities as far as I can

"People in there ranged
from 'hey, it's really cool' to
'can I be a celebrity too?"' she
said. This summer, Chang
hopes to update her online col

The friends she has asked to

lection with students and their

•put on her web site have

celebrity twins. She already has
several to add, although she
hasn't asked them all yet. "It's

demonstrated a range of reac

didates for her web site.

tions.

"Marc was genuinely skepti

was to prove my point—Marc

cal that he looked like Tom

(DeMaster) was one of them.
People said, 'oh, he doesn't

Cruise, but he was cool with it,"

look like Tom Cruise,' then I

a link to her site once in the

perceive are fickle and worldly
and a bunch of other junk."

spend her time looking for can
"Part of the reason I did it

through Chang, said she posted
humor folder on Foxmail.

"I noticed him and a couple

Chang said she doesn't

album, "Will Sing for Joy",
recently released and for sale

down, so don't try to make me

Chang said. She later realized
why he seemed familiar—he

as a stalker?"

ents also extend to her new

definitely cliche to say all peo
ple are beautiful, but I just get
excited by all the diverse cool

Chang said of student Marc
D e M a s t e r. " D a v i d H a r r i s o n

ness," Chang said.

pruning. But with God's
goals in mind we can learn to

what you did or didn't do in
life? Or more importantly,

see all the "remodeling" God

do you also want people to

accomplishing holy purposes.

remember your character and
the way it mirrored the char

And that my friends, is what
"faith" is. It's choosing to
trust God not just in the

acter of Jesus Christ?

While contemplating

is up to in our lives as

what he wanted chiseled into

good times, but in the times
of questions, doubt and even

the granite of his tombstone,
one man I heard of suggested

despair.
We can do this together if

the foEowing as the message
he wanted people to read as

we decide to. Fate is having

they pondered his life their
o w n :

"I have concluded that

the accumulation of wealth,
even if 1 could achieve it, is
an insufficient reason for liv

ing. When I reach the end of
my days, I must look back
ward onto something more

meaningful than the pursuit

to accept a future that we
have no partnership in. Fate
is believing that God hands
us a novel of our lives, every
page full, every plot-line
decided, and says, "Start
reading." I'm not talking

about fate. I'm talking about
destiny. Destiny is about
partnership with God and
one another. Destiny is about

of houses and land and

God handing us a journal

machines and stocks and

and a pen and saying "Yes,

bonds. Nor is fame of any

there are some things already

lasting benefit. I will consider
my earthly existence to have

written down, but start writ

been wasted unless I can

Yo u a n d I . . . w e c a n m a k e i t . "

recall a loving family, a con
sistent investment in the lives

ing. We're in this together.
Let's live the lives of des

of people and an earnest

tiny God has for us. Because
really, nothing else makes

attempt to serve the God

much sense.

New job hunter friendly site
CampusPoint, a Seattlebased job-hunting site, is
expanding into the Portland
market. The company, started

CHOICE OF:

Cheese,
Pepperoni or
Don Ho

by Jason Granlund and Griffith

Owen in 2000, is a directory of
information of local employers
geared toward students and
recent graduates.
Students can access the

Only S3.50 w/studenti.d.
1 Slice and 16 oz. fountain

Only $4.99 w/ Student I.D.

2 Slices and 16 oz. fountain

SHERWOOD

C l a i m Yo u r S l i c e .

out with a huge "AMEN!"

come to mind when folks

you want to

agree.

I hope that as you read
his words your spirit cried

embarrassing"!) adventures
with you. But what about
now? What do you want to

How do

photos of students she believes
many peole who view her site

else makes much sense."

God wants to shape us now
into the people He needs us
to be, in order to accomplish
what He has on the drawing
board for us to accomplish in
the days, weeks and years
ahead. Are you willing to let
Him shape you?
Now just so you don't get
the wrong idea about this
"shaping," there's not just
gentle sculpting involved.

She has a web site with eight
look like famous stars, and

who made me. And nothing

WILSONVILLE

20661 SW Roy Rogers Rd.

8695 SW Jack Bums Blvd.

(next to Safeway)

(next to Target/Costco)

503.625.9923

503.582.8210

w
e
b
s
i
t
e
,
www.campuspoint.com, and

search for local job openings at
over 200 Portland-area employ
ers. Sign-up is free and fast, and
creating a resume through the

al job-hunting website,
CampusPoint assures visitors
that, unlike most websites, aU

the information for the jobs is
up-to-date and complete.
The site also offers a direc

tory of temporary/internship
jobs. All of the internship jobs
are paid, and more than twothirds of these jobs evolve into

career positions. Temporary
jobs go fast, so CampusPoint
sends daily e-mails about these
job openings, allowing students

website is easy, with step-by-

to watch for relevant jobs with
out visiting the site every day.
Information about compa

step instructions, the ability to

nies includes the number of stu

save as you go and a default for
mat that the employers on the

dents and recent graduates

site accept.
The site has listings for

quite a few traditional jobs;
about

70

were

listed

hired in the last year, work loca

tions, benefits for first year
employees, culture and intern
ship information.

The jobs listed are primari

Wednesday, and the site is

ly entry-level, reflecting the pur
updated regularly with any pose of the site: to help stu
changes in openings. While this dents connect with employers.
is a lot smaller than a tradition
issue 12 Vol. CXXf
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Education is not enough for change

,..MANnAinAXAII.WITI.<)in-SHA]UN(iTHK(U^I'Kl.lSSEI.KIS,,

The Barbie Doll Model Christian
KRIS

When most people are

learn from the mothers that

rebellion and sin.

ward keeping of the law yet inward
Jesus says: "nothing that enters a
man from the outside can make him
unclean...For from within, out of
men's hearts come evil thoughts, sex

trends. For one thing her solutions
for each problem seemed to hinge on

hearts.

like...Barbie dolls.

pleading her country's plight.
As the speech continued, howev

er, I began to nptice some interesting

we respect with our whole

Especially ones that deal with
extremely important issues,

her for the active role she is taking in

tions in Liberia. I intensely respect

Secondly, we need the
Sunday school teacher Barbie,
so that our young children can

outside?" I, on the other hand,
write opinion articles.

But do keep your eyes open and I

believe you will come to see some of
the truth of what Jesus taught in
Mark 7 when he was talking to some
of the Pharisees regarding their out

Lee Bryant. For an hour she shared
passionately concerning the condi

son—how convenient!

n ' t ! " o r " Yo u w a n n a t a k e t h i s

redemption of culture.

Two nights ago I attended the
address by Liberian first lady Rosie-

happens to be the pastor's

copping a 'tude they say
things like, "Oh no, you did

me wrong; investigate exceptions in
which education alone has lead to

Guest Editorial

Someday, God will bring
her a righteous, handsome
man named Ken, who just

KILLAM

Editorial

prove? Nothing. Go ahead, prove

hvan<;priiNGER

A D M I T I T. B A I t J i l E X D K D S A ( I I H i S T I A X M A K E O V I C I t

Her accessories are a star-

chart for weekly Bible memo-

a single concept, a single word: edu
cation.

Handler envisioned this beau

rizations, a stack of nametags
saying "Hello my name is..."
and of course, the holy Word

tiful doll that would touch the

of God. This Barbie has a

hearts of young women

smile on her face at all times

ed to decrease poverty; the war was 20).
This is why personal and cultural
caused by uneducated young people.

throughout the world.

and never is cranky with her

Later someone asked what the

transformation must come from

little students.

church was* doing in Liberia.
Mrs. Bryant replied that there are
many religions in Liberia and,
though she wished they all could
become saved, Muslims worship

within, from spiritual transformation

their God in their own way. She con

judgmental to say Christianity is

Beginning in 1959, the
Barbie doll phenomenon
swept the nation. Ruth

A website about Barbie

doll history says that "every
second of every day, two

Education was needed to stop the

spread of aids; education was need- slander, arrogance and folly" (vs.l8-

The last Barbie doll need

ed is the pastor's wife model.
As the constant support of the

Barbie dolls are sold some
where in the world." The

congregation, she dutifully
fulfills every mundane task

number of people that die per
second is less than that! I may

tinued with how she was impressed

available.

not be the next Handler, but I

Included

with

her

are

definitely feel like Barbie

years of women's Bible stud

needs a makeover.

ies, piano playing, and singing

"I think he's a genius.
He's a very splendid

by their fear of God and, again- edu

not a person of dia

it, the only thing separating
Barbie from perfection is

and wonder as she nods in

logue is a skewed

whether education in itself leads to

agreement at his every word.

vision."

divine intervention.

She raises her children like the

positive cultural transformation.
In my own life I have had both
sacred and secular snapshots that

in the choir. One may find her

pagan for the increasing

looking up at her husband in
the pulpit with a sense of awe

is

too

much

of

Christian population. Admit

First of all, we need the
good girl Barbie. She has two
good shoes, a straight head on
her shoulders, and never
wears a V-neck. On Sunday,
she always wears her fashion
able pink dress (red is just too

man. The vision that
some have that he is

Proverbs 31 woman she is.

Unfortunately, Mattel®
does not make any of these

Cardinal iHeoDORE
McCarrick of
Washington, D.C. about

wonderful Barbie dolls OR

the extremely expensive Kris

seductive) and carries her
10% tithe in a coin purse.
You might find her in the

Cardinal Joseph

Killam model either. As I was

Ratiinger, now Pope
Benedict XVI. The average

processing through the Barbie

students on this campus

Doll

Model

Christian

machine, it broke. I came out
looking more like a Pacifist GI
Joe model with a beer-glass

front pew, suggesting a song
from the hymnal or reading

ing the gospel is withholding the best
that we have to offer. It is selfish and

good enough to hold our own lives
together, to satisfy our desire for fel-

contribute to my position as an evan
gelical, one who believes the message
of the gospel in needed by all people
and all cultures.

One exhibit, oddly enough, was
the "Just Say No" educational cam

ANNIE

BROWN

one

paign for the prevention of substance

FIRST LADY OF LIBERIA: To her,

POPE THEIR WHOLE LIVES.

abuse (is it even still around?), and

education is the solution to all

have

only

known

the way many of my classmates went

on to experiment with drugs.
Another nudge came after learn

full of wine.

What is my function or

along in the Bible. She
never questions her faith

of attitudes and hearts of a people.
Humanitarian aid without shar

c a t i o n i s w h a t b u i l d s t h e m o r a l fi b e r

of the country.
Now I'm not saying Mrs. Bryant
believes all religions lead to God.
What I want you to consider is

a

She

ual immorality, theft, murder, adul

tery, greed, malice, deceit, lewdness,

ing about the holocaust and the
USSR, both situations in which terri

role? It seems like it is to chal

lowship, but not really appropriate or
needed for someone else.

• To me it seems like the anthropol

ogist that finds a remote village

for she is the nicest

lenge the system that confines
me to a Barbie doll image.

girl you will ever

Does the divine Handler-God

ble atrocities were committed by
plagued with disease, but refuses to
some of the most educated people.
t e a c his t hthe
e mtragedy
h o w tof
o for
b u i fpar
l d av.p
n oicu t .-x,
h o u•s ei
Closer^ to, home

approve? Well, She better...

the incineration of

Cause She is the one who

even the current struggle between the

made me, unorthodoxy and

educated Muslim and Christian

"everything and all."

worlds.

(and neither do you),

meet.

HERE'S

So what do these

JOHNNY

^ rummg their native cul-

Hiroshima or ture with western practices. We are
filthy as a people. We are beggars.

Shouldn't we at least point to the
source of bread?

examples

Why I haven't worshipped since Spring Break
rOHN
M I D D L E T O N

Opinion Editor

I haven't worshipped since
Spring Break. Am 1 bad per
son? Not by most people's

Christian beliefs.

I've been a lifelong
Christian. You know the type.
Grow up in the church. Learn
everything through the lens of
the Christian sub-culture.

try to blow my house down
when I built it with bricks and

you built yours with straw.

But back to my original
statement: my lack of worship
experience as of late. How

standards. Have I sinned in

Attend summer camps while
you're going through puberty.
Rededicate your life some

some way? I'm pretty sure I

where near a dozen times

haven't. And yet, when you

before your Senior Prom
(which, of course, I didn't

find a worship event going on

read the headline to this arti

cle, you probably thought of

have, because 1 went to a pri

at a carnival.

me as a bad person and that

vate Christian school).

somehow there was some

Don't worry. I'm not going

1 like to write what I am

to stop believing any time
soon. But if I am going to

passionate about. I believe the

believe in something and put

best articles are rooted in pas

my life into it, I'd better know
what I am following and why.

thing wrong with me.

sion. My last few articles have
been about Christianity. It is

by no coincidence that I have
been wrestling with my

I'm not too fond of follow

ing something blindly without
at first questioning that some
thing. Sure, it takes longer, but

could I not have worshipped

since Spring Break, you won
der? It's definitely not for lack
of opportunities. It's easier to
around here than it is to lose

And at the very beginning
of the school year, I swear

there were more worship

thing unless it has to do with

budgets or monthly reports!

of the university I attend

Gosh, I'm on the ASC

Central Committee next year.

I can't be questioning any

exhausted and stop paddling?

if a killer whale mis
Nobody does that, right? What
takes me for a toothpick?

not sure where my
Perhaps I over-think faithI'mjourney
will send me. I
things. Why should I seek
you can see, however,
answers? Just have faith, one hope
that seriously thinking about

side of me says. It seems so

you stand and why you
smple. Maybe I can't accept where
are standing there in the first

the simplicity of the statl

life! Why should salvation and

place is invaluable to the road
ahead.

Face it: when you graduate

from here, the residence hall

there were classes. As long as
your fill.

ment when I get there.
The problem with canoe

ing is what if I die during the
Surely I shouldn't be think journey? What if I become
ing about the very foundation

events going on at GFU than

it has meaning for you and
never gets repetitive, go get

in an arm-wrestling tourna

for sure;

lobby worship sessions will

decrease dramatically. You

s e e Wthentruth.
e 'Perhans
i r " °Tt will be challenged and belit
seeking

taking a canoe to ge^to
Hawaii when flyina in . i

tled like you've never been.
There is a world outside of

faster; but iTtaice you down

for it?

would be much pI ^

George Fox. Are you ready
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OPINION
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From Pen of the President
I'vt GOT A -r^N

M A T T H E W

PA6e FA?eR POE: TOAloPROii/
A fd.^SBNrA-rioh/ ON rvesrpA^

ASC

AriD TWO P'tNAL^ ON

President

{ M B P N e s [ > A y.

have a passion for children,
maybe you work well
across cultures, or maybe

things, simply slipped my
out mind or off of my day

spend time in God's pres-'
e n c e . Yo u w i l l n e v e r k n o w

for what has come before

your full potential or the
true nature of God until

you.
Be thankful for what has

y o u p r a y.

been given to you. forgive

life. Here it goes.

Pray eacli day. Stop
what you are doing and

Without prayer we can

F J U ) M U U L I . E T I N S 1 X ) PA X \ ^ ' S I I O I X S , ( J K A M ^ r AT K ' A L E H F O I t S A H E E V E R Y X M I E H E

end, and he graciously allowed

by Becky or any of the other
Writing/Literature people before
printing it on all the school-sanc

Grammatical Errors. They're

me to white it out before I made

tioned material for an entire year?

everywhere you want to be.
From department stores

the copies.
But then, I - as tactfully as

That was embarrassing.

advertising "This seasons best

possible, acknowledging that he
doesn't like his stuff proofread

Copy Editor

fashion's," to chapel speakers talk
ing about when "Him and I went
golfing." From @s on profession
al advertisements, to happy faces
o n c h u r c h b u l l e t i n s . F r o m " Tw o

Weeks Notice" to "Through
Strengths Colored Glasses."
From verb tenses to dangling par
ticiples. Does anyone care about
punctuation and parts of speech
any more?
The other day, I passed a

pawnshop advertising its wares on
the windows. Apparently the
shop sold Video's Bicycles and
CD's Appliances. After I pon
dered what a video's bicycle
might look like, I had to wonder
why the store owners bothered
with apostrophes at all if they did
n't have any sort of standard as to
where they were going to place
them.
I'll have to admit that I'm not

son's name had an extra "e" at the

any questions" was woefully inac

Dangling participles and mis
placed modifiers are some of my
favorite grammatical mistakes (if
such a thing is possible).
Sentences like "Having done all
their research, the brothers were
determined to have been monkeys
in a past life by the sisters" make

curate. I wouldn't have even men

me

tioned it, but I knew that some of
the people he would be sending it
to were higher up than he in the

Whenever I run across a mis

(something I'm not even above,
considering my luck with its and
it's) - mentioned that the sentence
"Please ask Clyde or I if you have

pecking order and that they
would wonder why he couldn't
even get his secretary to.read it
over before sending it out to 50
people.
He didn't care, and I had to
undergo the torture of sending
out an incorrect pronoun to 50
people. It was painful.
And don't even get me started
on church bulletins. At my last

church, the pastor would fill every
week's bulletin with @s, PTLs
("Praise the Lord" - not
"Portland"), unnecessarily itali

apostrophe perfect. I quite often
get its and it's mixed up when I'm
typing. My right pinky almost
always hits the apostrophe key of

cized words, various fonts, unparallel lists and a sprinkling of

it's own accord. I know in my
mind which its it's supposed to be,
but I often have to go back and

ing to take over the bulletin job.

delete a number of right-pinky
punctuation in it's...I mean
its...aftermath. Its especially
embarrassing when professors
catch the wrong "it's."

happy faces. I was thankful when
he hired a secretary who was will

smile

when

I

fi x

them.

Whenever someone has

something bad to say about
someone else, find some

no bit of reasoning or

have mastered this one and

explain why.

that I am never so cold as

However, at the end of
the day, in the presence of

to use others people as the
object of my humor. I can
not. Someday I, with grace,

thing. It is been a privilege

that come with it.

to serve this place and,
more importantly, the peo

Choose your vocation
based on the life you want

to live, not the things you

ple who make it unique.
Yo u h a v e b e e n a n d w i l l

continually seek to improve my
clarity in that area. In my defense,
they're almost always correct just confusing to everyone else.
Now, verbs that don't match
the tense of their subject is anoth

family, be kind to them.
Give the rest of your

after our respective callings

money away to a world that
is dying for the things we
throw away. One generation

paths with many of you

of Western Christians living

er story. But I could talks all day

this way could change the

God has been good.
God will be good. And on

about that.

w o r l d f o r e v e r.

good home, don't take it for

may re-read every e-mail at least
once or twice before I send it,

and your parents for keep

granted. Thank your Lord

prayers. As we run hard
I look forward to crossing
and saying together. "God
has been good."

that thou^t I must con
clude our time together.
I have a calling to
chase.

cringe when I see an advertise

know of at least one or two other"

people who take a colored pen to
the bulletin every week to practice
grammar and editing skills.

every mistake in an issue of The

when it comes to dropping the

movie all over the world, you
should at least make sure you
have an apostrophe in the right

redeemed.

want to fill your life with.
Live simply. If you have a

distracting, but I'm not perfect. I

What about titles and slo

catalyst for that to which
you have b^n called and
for which you have

be the subject of my

any one of the numerous home-

gans? If you're going to release a

Christ, life itself is a sub
point and all life can or will
contain is simply another

Thank you for every

If you have come from a

ers are scarce when the bulletin

Christian rhetoric will

tion because of the checks

I will.

Grammatical mistakes can be

u n t a r i l y fi x t h e c o m m a s a n d

At times it will hurt and

thing good to say. I wish I
could honestly assert that I

give me the most trouble. Usually,
certain tenses make sense in my
mind when I write them, but
sometimes they confuse my read
ers. I've had readers of my essays
and stories remark on my verb
tenses more often than on any
other grammatical mistake, and I

Or maybe just society's laziness

Crescent.

Also, I am almost completely
tone deaf, and I figure if people

can put up with listening to me
sing off-key in church or hum out
of tune to the radio, the least I can
do is show a little grace when

their e-mails have mispelled

stuff - asked me to make 50

p l a c e . " Tw o We e k s N o t i c e . "

words and random ellipses...or

copies of something and send it

Grrr... "Through Strengths
Colored Glasses." Why couldn't
they have at least run the slogan

when their possessive pronouns

April

of our worship.

Please don't choose a voca

goes to the copier every week. I

out to a list of people. I very

design of our pride and
spiritual pedigree rather
than the consuming object

Christ and empowered by
the Holy Spirit.
If your life is marked by
and your heart consumed
with your Savior, nothing of
this world will have any
hold on you. Life is not
"safe for the whole family."

your life chasing after SUVs
and three-car garages.

from our society's complete lack
of knowledge of sentence parts.

objective case is appropriate in a
given instance.
One day last semester, one of
my bosses - who, incidentally,
hates anyone proofreading his

is at best the subject and

filled with the person of

catching them.
Verb tenses are usually what

story. Pronoun misusage stems

out whether the nominative or

formula, an unmoved dis
tant cosmological "it" who

cycle is broken.
Pray. Let your life be

Fill your life with life,
not things. Please don't live

ment with nothing but fragments
on it and diagram preachers' sen
tences in my head to figure out
whether their pronouns were cor
rect or not; but I have yet to catch

extra subject or object to figure

science: God becomes a

those around you, and love
with all you have until the

placed modifying plirase in The
Crescent, I share it with Jessica
Trout, GFU's newspaper, who
also laughs at them and enjoys

inconsistent style before the bul
letin gets printed: but I guess
grammatically adept homeschool-

Pronouns are a whole other

only know God as most
students know history or

At my current church, almost

schoolers in the congregation
would be more than happy to vol

you are a gifted athlete.
Whatever the case, find a
way for who you are to
serve the world around you.
If you don't come from
a good home (and homes
are "not good" in a thou
sand ways) refuse to settle

planner amidst the pace of

My favorite grammatical mistakes

those in need. Maybe you

time together with a few
that, like so many good

politely pointed out that one per

Serve. Give your time to

umn. I shall conclude our

things I wish I had said but

EDWARDS

family even more.
people less fortunate and to

Well, this is my last col

CHARITY

those you love together.
Realize what you have been
given and strive to give your

include apostrophe's.

M O L LY

BOYLE

THE CRESCENT: (Clockwise from top left) Melanie, Dan.
Crystal, John, Ann, Jessica, Charity, Ben (mascot)
IssiiTTWrO^XII
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S E N I O R F E AT U R E
Graduations change things. In many respects a graduation
marks an end to a place, a vocation and a group of people in the
graduates' life. In time leading up to graduation, we spend an
indeterminate amount of time in limbo. To all the questions of

"where are you going and what are you doing," we tersely reply
"something." For myself, the answer was "grad school some
where." Probably every graduating senior applying for a post..:r

.mr-r

raiiifp

1 graQuaiion
graduate degree or for future employment knows the drill: check
mail twice daily, email frequently and the phone messages every
night. Some of us experienced less anxiety than others. But all of
us knew something.
At this time next year, most of us will not be in Newberg,
and none of us will be undergraduates at George Fox University.
College at George Fox is more than just brick buildings and
7:40 classes. It is a community of people and a lifestyle of "stu
dent." Graduation means that this unique experience is at an
end. I remember my first day at Fox when I ran into a familiar

face. I had talked to him the year before when we were both pre
view students, and now, lost in a crowd, I welcomed the chance
to talk to someone I'd seen before. Little did I know that the first

person I talked to would end up being one of my best friends,
and my roommate for two years. But now, after many great
experiences, graduation marks the start of "something" other
than our current experience.

Both of us are changing vocations, changing our current sta
tus of "unmotivated, slacker, senior undergraduate" to that of
"harried, always doing homework graduate student." (I admit
that this may not seem to be as big of a vocational shift as mov
ing from unmotivated slacker to accountant, or some such real

world job. To those jumping off the high dive intothe slough of
despond...! mean, the ocean of success, good luck to ya.)
Both of us arc changing places, too. After much frantic
checking of my mailbox, I am jumping across the pond to do
graduate work in England, while my roommate, after rather the
calmer checking of his mailbox, is jumping across the street to

G R A D U AT E S O F 2 0 0 5 ;

off-campus housing and a lengthy commute to the George Fox

(Above left) Liz Clark in the NWC

MAT program. But even though the relative distances between

championship game, which the Lady

pre-graduation and post-graduation are rather different, both
moves do represent a real change, not the least of which will be

Bruins won

"different roommates.

Much in our lives will be different after graduation; what we
do, where we do it and who we do it with. But one thing that

(Above right) Beth Klopfenstein and
Matt Cox as Homecoming King and
Queen 2005

does not have to change with graduation is our ft-iendships. I am

M I S TA K E N I D E N T I T Y :

often reminded of something a friend from Italy said about true

(Right) Romeo Fuqua dancing his
unforgettable Napoleon Dynamite
dance at the Mr. Bruin pageant

friendship: "It can be a day, or a lifetime, but friends can sit
down together like no time has passed." It is a great piece of

wisdom. Friendships can last regardless of geography, vocational
change or all the things in life that move with time. My room
mate will likely be the last person I see at George Fox, as well as
the first. But this should not be seen as an end.

Graduation changes many things. But despite the many dif

ferent places next year will find everyone, it does not have to
change our friendships.

Siim
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S E N I O R F E AT U R E
I hope this article is a great reminder of some of the pieces of
wisdom this year's seniors (and probably other students) have
picked up in the classroom and out. I know I'm terribly biased,
so a lot of knowledge has been left out. Some of this stuff is
funny; some is serious. Some of it might even be useful for those
of you not graduating.

VICTORY AND
ROMANCE:

Sometimes a good joke saves an argument from becoming a
fight.

(Top) Seniors Liz Clark
and Kellie Thomas led the
ladies basketball team to

Being funny doesn't always smooth things over. Sometimes
roommates need something else besides a joke: a hug, a shoulder,
a good listening ear.
Caitlin Corning knows a lot about taking over the world.
Future dictators probably took notes in her Western Civilization
classes. "Don't invade Russia in winter." "Keep your army
happy." Words of wisdom for the ambitious souls among us.

the NWC championship
and eventually to the

nation's Elite Eight
(Middle) Dan Predoehl and
his partner Anna Ricdl
share a romantic moment

People in college get engaged.
Fred Meyer is only open until 11 p.m. There are several 24hour options in town, but this is not one of them.

No one eats in the Bon on Sunday mornings before 8 a.m.
Opinions about the Bon vary, but bickering about them
remains a constant.

Good friends can be found anywhere, even in freshman class

es taken as a senior, at random Bon tables or in randomly
assigned roommates.

Sometimes, roommates just don't work out.
Strangely enough, sleeping at least six hours a night does tend
to keep you healthier. So does eating more than Cheetos and
Ramen.

Exercise is a good thing when defined as more than walking
to and from classes.

The freshman 15 is not a myth, although it's not a rule.
Emily Dickenson's poems can be sung to the rune of

GiUigan's Island. If you didn't learn this bit of trivia in high
school, you probably learned it in an American Literature class
here. Or, if you were scared of Bill JoUiff, your crazy next-doorneighbor lit major probably hummed it before tests.
No matter what, someone in your study group will never be
able to make any given day at any given time.
It is always possible to finish all your schoolwork for a semes
ter (barring any huge life difficulties) as long as you actually plan
in advance and get loan requests in from the library on time.
No one likes the smell of rotten broccoli—if you don't know
the story, ask someone who lived in U-Hall 2001-2002.

Floor reunions can be scary, especicilly when you discover
that half your freshman floor isn't at Fox anymore, and a quarter
of the rest are engaged.

we learned

CRAZY RANDOMNESS:

(Bottom) Greg Bowman, Adam Clough and Kelly Carroll goof around
after a midnight swim

he

Tie

(j«Me
o f
n
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Ow

All things come to an end. While saying goodbye to high
school friends seemed like a big deal at the time, you didn't live
with these friends for four years. Now I'm hearing about many
friends who are leaving to other parts of the country, or other
countries altogether. I wish I had advice about this, but I'm look
ing forward like the rest of my class. Good luck to all the seniors,

Mf

And

-

QBE

and goodbye for now.
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Ta k i n g
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Have you ever wondered why
we have so many English
translations of the Bible? You
may ask yourself evety once in
a while which version is the

best - or if the translation real
ly matters to your spirituality.
In order to answer these ques
tions (or maybe just because
they were desperate for col
umn ideas), the editors of this
column decided to take a ran

dom verse from an obsure pas
sage in the Old Testament and
compare it in several transla
tions. Maybe you '11 jind it
interesting: maybe you won 'i.
iVe really don't care whether
you do or not.
Zcchariah 13:6

King James Version
And one shall say unto him,

swirling her away down the
rocky pathway to the gate.

DANIAN.SALGADO

Staff Writer

These events, and others com
"Dancing at Lughnasa" is
t h e t a l c o f fi v e u n m a r r i e d s i s

tion of their family forever.

ters scratching out a living dur

The set is spectacular; it
completely engages the audi

ing the mid 1930's in Balybeg,
Ireland. The story centers

the stage is surrounded by the

want to jump onstage with the

Lughnasa, a celebration for the

audience, bringing the show
from a two-dimensional experi

actors. The women have such

the

festival

pagan god of the harvest. The
lives the sisters lead are meager

If someone asks him, "What

are these wounds on your

body?" he will answer, "The
wounds I was given at the

house of my friends."
The Amplified Bible
And one shall say to him,
What are these wounds on

your breast or between your
hands? Then he will answer.
Those with which I was

wounded [when disciplined] in
the house of my [loving]

ence to a three-dimensional set.

to say the least, but this does

The set allows the actors more

not hinder the fire that seems to

freedom of movement, ulti

burn within each member of

mately making the play more
real,
more
natural.
Sitting in the audience, you feel
as if you are in the show.

the family.
Their

radio

becomes

a

fire and excitement as they
swirl around the kitchen that it
is inspiring.

an ensemble piece. She said it
truly is about community, and
each character needs the other
in order to work well. The inti

nine characters; the sisters are

mate setting creates a family

proper Catholic women into
wildly dancing banshees in

played by Malorie Wilson, Beth
F u l l e r, H o l l y D o b b e c k ,

between both the actors and the

their own kitchen.

Susanne Cordner and Rachael

Actor Marty Shaw said,
"It's "Littie Women" meets the

the

hovercrafts

start

Perrell. Their brother is master

fully played out by Shaw. The
son, and narrator of this tale is
played by Tristan EUingswort;
the father is played by Jonathan

This family is, according to
Malorie, "militantly trying to
be happy," so much so that

the cracks have occurred. Even

Just like the set, the acting
is impressive as well. The

"love child" as he remembers

actors have an incredible chem

destroyed, they have left a lega
cy with their son and nephew,
Michael. By the end of the play,

the women that raised him.

istry and warmth. It seems as
though" they really are a family.
Freshman Tristan Ellingsworth
commands his character; every
movement and expression was
that of the character Michael,
and Shaw, also a freshman,
walks the stage like a military
man remembering his paces.

boy sees his father for the first
time through the wiry branches
of a bush. His father, the Welsh
drifter, sweeps his mother off
her feet time and time again.

The women do an incredi

ble job of fulfilling their roles.
They are in all respects slightly
prudish Irish Catholic women.

talents of
G F U
students:
Malorie Wilson

Holly Dobbeck
Susanne

Cordner

apart, they are blinded to where
though they are eventually

T h a t s a m e s u m m e r, t h e

features the

when their world starts falling

exploding."
The story is told through
the memory of one sister's

priest, returns after living for 25
years in a Ugandan leper
colony.

Lughnasa "

audience.

Davis.

The play focuses on the sum
mer of his seventh year; when
his elderly uncle, a former

"Dancing at

Director Teresa Thuman

believes that this show is really

The show includes a cast of

great spark for them, spurring
dancing, laughter and memo
ries. It also turns these prim,

then

N e w I n t e r n a t i o n a l Ve r s i o n

The dancing in the play is
amazing; the chemistry and

of

around

thine hands? Then he shall

my friends.

very air of the theater.

excitement make the audience

"Matrix"; at first you thing it s
just another chick flick...but

was wounded in the house of

up in anger, it can be felt in the

ence. It is constructed so that

What arc these wounds in

answer, Those with which 1

mon to the times, crack and
eventually destroy the founda

but they function with a
restrained excitement, ready to
burst. They live with an inner
fire; when Kate (Wilson) flares

Rachael Perrell
Beth Fidler

Michael learns a valuable les

son along with the audience.
As Ellingsworth said, this
is a show about "becoming at
peace with the past and the peo
ple around you."
If you want to see the play,
tickets are still on sale in the

Jonathan Davis

Marty Shaw

GFU bookstore. "Dancing at
Lughnasa" will be playing
through Saturday, April 23 at
7:30 p.m.

Tristan

Ellingsworth

friends.

Contemporary English
Ve r s i o n

And if any of them arc asked

Senior exiiiiilt portrays 'life Ordinary'

why they are wounded, they
will answer, "It happened at
the house of some friends."

The Living Bible
And if someone asks them,

"what are these scars on your

chest and on your back?" he
will say, "I got into a brawl at
home with a friend!"

The New Living Version
If someone asks him. "What

arc these sores on your back?"
he will answer, "They arc the
sores I received in the house of

my friends."
The Message
And if someone says, "And so
where did you get that black

eye?" they'll say, "1 ran into a
door at a friend's house."

Voung^s Literal Translation
And [one] hath said unto him.
What [arc] these wounds in

thy hands?" And he hath said,
"Because I was smitten [at]

home by my lovers."
So folks, that's just a sample of
the many veisions and re-ver
sions of the Bible in English.

For further comparisons, you
can visit bihlegateway.com.

M O L LY B O Y L E
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apocalyptic series to air on NBC
questions to be asked.

Staff Writer

The series plays host to a

Brought to the viewing"

public by producer Gavin
n
Davi1^"'^
d SeltzerW""/creator
, "Revelations" is

talented cast including stars Bill

enough to put off some viewers

with an eye-roll and a grum

bled, Not another apocalyptic
movie production."

However, if the pilot is any

McElhone in the lead roles; if
at least be sure it's the writing

from her vegetative state.
Sister Josepha Montafiore

the plot falters, the viewer can

'blame.

The first episode opens
with cuts between a lecture

version of the possible apoca

lypse to come, and possibly will

leave some people with more

questions than answers, the plot
is original enough to cause

(McElhone), a nun driven by
personal tragedy and a need for
answers, seeks out Dr. Massey.
She is being led by a map drawn

about the Big Bang theory, the by the comatose girl, and pleads
professor being played by John for Massey's help. There is also
Rhys-Davies; and Harvard

a baby, the lone survivor found

a s t r o p h y s i c i s t D r. R i c h a r d

among the wreckage of a miss
ing ferry, who will undoubtedly
play a bigger part in future

judge of the 6-hour miniseries Massey (Pullman) returning on
to come, this version may well
be worth devoting your time to.
The miniseries debuted on
NBC April 13, and airs
Wednesdays at 9 p.m. Viewers
should be warned that the first
episode also reveals a-darker

characters. Included is the

entrance of another 12-year old
girl who, after being struck by
lightning, starts to prophesy

Pullman and Natascha

yet another look at what the and not the acting that is to
end tunes could be like. Biling

the show as such could be

plot lines and establishes other

a plane from the capture of
Satanist Isaiah Haden (Michael

Massee), who murdered Dr.

installments.

Final shots introduce yet

Massey's 12-year old daughter
Lucy. There is an interesting

another character whose identi

scene here, where Haden seem

established as a bad guy of the

ingly causes the plane to stop
shaking by snapping his fmgers.
The viewer is left wondering
whether Haden's prophetic first
name is coincidence or not.

ty is not revealed, but he is
series.

Final

judgment:

"Revelations" is probably not

for everyone, but is definitely
worth a look.

The show follows a few
PICTURE COURTESY OF GRACE HILL MEDIA

Annual music festival grows in

New CD for A Static Lullaby

stature and pepuiarity, reieases CD
ELIZABETH

RODMAN

Staff Writer

"Bonnaroo Music Festival
2004" is a two-disc set of an

2002. It has since earned the

Not only does Bormaroo

title "Festival of the Year" by
Pollstar, Spin, Billboard and
Rolling Stone, hosting up to
90,000 people at the four-day,

provide eight stages for its 80+
musical acts, it also features a

live songs ranging firom the

camp-style event. It is held
annually on a 700-acre farm in
Manchester, Tenn.

well-known styling of Bob

The event has become so

overall" enjoyable mixture of

Dylan
with
"Down Along

"100-acre entertainment vil

lage." This "village" includes
round-the-clock diversions for

festival-goers by providing a
classic arcade, cinema, comedy
club, live theater, beer garden,
yoga classes and

guitar riffs and vocals is an
excellent example of the effort
The band A Static Lullaby ASL has put forth to legitimize
has released a new album enti
their place in the music world.
tled "Faso Latido." Thou^ it
Credit must be given
to
this
quintet
from Chino Hills
opens with a seemingly point
less overture, overall the CD
,Calif., considering their rocky
demonstrates front-man Joe
start. Before the group got

Brown's desire to produce
music as "a way to confront
chaos and hypocrisy without

break with different bands they

There is also a

kids area provid

Orchestra with

ed. In addition

"Ska Me Crazy."
Granted, not
all the songs are

to all this, there

was released in 2003. Two

are hundreds of

additional years working in the
music industry has given ASL a

s p e c t a c u l a r.

and concession

Much

the

stands to sustain

time during The

all the consumer

Dead's

and dietary
needs of every

of

playground and

vendors, cafes

seven

minute and 21-

o n e .

second "Self

Tickets sell in

Defense," all I

three

could think was,

ning at $146.50
and ending at

cowbell!" On the
other hand,
bands such as
Los Lonely Boys

and Umphrey's
McGee produce
enough interest

ing sounds and

price

brackets, begin

" We n e e d m o r e

PICTURE COURTESY OF:

$172.50. Each

htlp://www.jambands.com/BonnarooMusicFest

pass is good for
a 3-day weekend

MUSIC LOVERS FLOCK TO MANCHESTER: Last year,
music festival Bonnaroo drew massive crowds to listen to the

top names in the music industry put on live performances

good rock to make the album
worthwhile.

The recording itself is high-

quality, with only the occasion
al crowd noises, minor equip

entrance, includ
ing parking and
c a m p i n g

popular that it has produced a (excluding RV's and other overlarge amount of festival-related sized vehicles, which require an
merchandise, including T-shirts
and a series of documentaries
on DVD. This year, as it has in

additional $40 pass) and

the past, the festival will be host

shipping, handling or the

ment echo and feedback to to headliners such as Dave
remind the listener that it's a Matthews, Trey Anastasio and
live album. Personal favorites Widespread Panic, as well as
include Ouster's "(Nothing bands who are working hard to
But) Flowers," a bongo-infused make a name for themselves.

acoustic-pop feel-good ^ng, The goal of the festival is to cre

and "Trouble" by Dave ate a blend of grassroots rock
Matthew's & Friends.

tradition and cutting edge
Bonnaroo is a summer tes- groups to make a truly unique

tival, this year running from experience for the attendees.
June 10-13, that was created in

by a particularly good jam ses
sion, all the members had to
were already committed to.

P a r a d i s e

Ska

together, a decision provoked

having a mental breakdown." It

that makes listening to the CD
a wonderful experience.
The band's primer album

To k y o

The combination of unique

successfully creates a melange
of rock, punk, metal and pop

shops.

less well-known

RODMAN

Staff Writer

work

artists

the Cove" to the

ELIZABETH

entrance to all of Bonnaroo's
activities. This does not include

$14.50 service charge per ticket,
$3 of which goes to the hosting
county of Coffee, and $1 of
which goes to charity.
Considering the return,
even the most expensive ticket
is not a bad price to pay.

more mature sonority and a

After running the unsigned
band's Orange Cqpnty circuit
the musicians self-released the
" W i t h e r e d E P. "

Following this, ASL was

signed to record under produc
er Steve Evetts. Within weeks,
"And Don't Forget to Breath"

special ability to mix and flow
between genres that creates an

was done. The first 18 months

interesting blend of sound.
"Faso Latido" doesn't possess
as much of the anger of ASL's
debut album, but it still has a lot

ASL was sent on the road as

of energy and emotion behind

Chemical Romance. A Static

the lyrics. Songs address issues
of concern for the band, such as

Lullaby is currently on-tour in
New York and New Jersey and,
hopefully, working on album

song "Cash Cowbell" which

focuses on the music industry's

after their contracted debut,
part of a promotional tour,
sharing the stage with bands
such as AFI, Brand New and

number three.

exploitation.

S U M M E R
W O R K
E X C E L L E N T PAY !
• Call now/Start after finals

• Flex. sched's/Scholarship
oppty's
• Oust, sales/svc. No exp.
n e c .

• All majors welcome. All

NEW CAREER * FIRST
CAREER

*LAST

CAREER
* Sports and real estate adver
tising
* Starting salary $24,000.00
* Realistic first year income /
potential to $80,000

* Benefits after 90 days
* Company training and support
* Willingess to travel

ages 18+

* Strong people skills necessary

C O N D I T I O N S A P P L Y.

* Ability to work with business

C A L L

owners by phone and in person
helpful

W. Ptlnd & Bvtn 503-203-1103

* For interview fax resume to

E. Ptlnd & Clack 503-353-7507

Mrs. Hille / Mr. Raynor

w ww.collegincome .com

503-284-5145
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GFU sofiball showing signs

Front the Cheup Scuts
GFU sports in

of stoady improvemont
DAN

2004-2005just a

six sopho

BENNETT

Sports Editor

mores,

At first glance, it may seem
that the George Fox softball

juniors and
only one sen
ior,
Kim

team, sporting an 11-22 record,
is having a disappointing sea

Backhaus.

s o n .

But if you were to dig deep

any indica
tion, George

er, you would find that this team

Fox Softball

of ladies is steadily improving
on last year's dismal season,

If

of April 20, four better than all
of last season which saw the

Looking back on my first
eight months here at George
Fox, three memories immedi
ately stand out above all oth

Roberts think
so?

floor, and the somewhat

season with a winning record,

unexpected success of college

13-12 overall and 8-8 in con

of

a

"I

think

w e w i l To n l y
go up from
here," Roberts
s a i d ,
"although it

M O L LY

BOYLE

will be sad to

STELLAR SOPHOMORE: Michelle Roberts

26 NWC record.

lose Kim next

leads George Fox in wins, strikeouts and innings
pitched. She threw a no-hitter this year against

season!"

attributes the improvement of
this team to confidence and a
host of new faces.
" I t h i n k w e a r e m o r e c o n fi

On

the

Lewis and Clark

ference action. Repeating the

freshman sports editor of The

one senior, retains a host of

Crescent, who had relatively
no background in the sports

underclassmen and welcomes
back AU-NWC star Linzi

pulse of this fine university,
was this: don't attempt to put

Stolsig.
George Fox's cross coun
try team had reason to cele
brate. The program continued
to develop into one of the
best in the conference, send

too positive a spin on the
sports programs here, given

seven doubles and a triple this

their recent history of less-

second season for George Fox.

s e a s o n .

than-success.

Catcher Kim Coleman is
one of the freshman Roberts
will rave about. Coleman has

bit of advice for me to hear. 1

The sophomore has posted a 5-

last year," Roberts said. "The

9 record in 15 starts, a team-best
69 strikeouts, two shutouts and
a no-hitter. Earlier this month,

This was a disappointing

the volleyball team loses only

had graduated from

ing four runners to the AllRegion meet, and one, fresh
man Anna McLain, to the

Beaverton High School, a

NCAA National Meet in

school rich in athletic tradi

Wisconsin.

How was I to take such a

innings pitched.

she is batting a middle-of-theroad .278 with only five RBI.

only great success for four

During the same stretch of
p l a y, c e n t e r fi e l d e r C a s s i e

But her on-base percentage
(hits plus walks divided by at-

years in high school?

Halvorson was named NWC
Hitter of the Week. The

bats) is .388, the best on the
team. In addition to that, she

turned out to be somewhat

Dance. But what's more

useless, as George Fox pro

junior batted .458 with

has struck out only five times all

ceeded to have a season of

two doubles, a triple and

season and been walked II

a grand-slam. She also

times. Her eyes at the plate have

unprecedented success in the
college's history.

had 19 RBI and scored

seven runs during the

proved invaluable this season
for George Fox.

impressive is that next year's
Bruins will be missing only
one starter, although losing
Mark Gayman is a big loss.
But returning players like

success traveled with me from

three-game stretch. For
the season, Halvorson is

So while the George Fox
University softball team may

batting .284 and has
struck out only twice in

she was named NWC Pitcher of

the Week after going 2-1 with a

ing in recent seasons. But this
year may be the start of a turn
around, as George Fox is loaded
with young talent who will be
around for a long time. Overall,

0.84 ERA, 19 strikeouts and
only two walks in over 21

t

1
FANTASTIC FRESHMAN: Kerstyn
Tsuruda has emerged as the starting sec
ond baseman for George Fox

large step back, after knowing
Of course, this advice

I like to think that this

And then, of course, con
sider the basketball teams.

Yes, the men shocked the

entire conference by finishing
second and just missing an atlarge bid to the Div. Ill Big

Aaron Schmick, Phil HeuWeller and Brent Satern has
got to have Bruin basketball

have some distance to cover

before making a run at the top

letes and coaches here at

102 plate appearances.

prospects of next season.

spot in the Northwest

Kayla Winkler has also
been key to the Bruins'

Conference (they are, after all,
in seventh place at 6-16), their

George Fox University.
The exciting thing is, of

Fox had their most successful

course, that the successes of

season in years, the Lady

improvement.this season.

improvement shown this season

she has struck out 39 bat

is a testament to the work they
have put into practice, plus a
probable foreshadowing of

ters en route to a 3-5

things to look forward to in the

record in nine starts.

next few seasons.

the top of the NWC, and

BRIAN RURIK

tion, just four months earlier.

Beaverton, but I suppose that
would be shortchanging the
efforts of our outstanding ath

Her 2.90 ERA is towards

Shortstop Katie Plumb
is pacing the team in bat

How about describing this

believers salivating at the

While the men of George

the programs here at George . Bruins proceeded to win the
'ox came with relatively
conference title and make it
young teams, meaning that
to the Elite Eight round of
the victories of this season

the National Tournament.

are simply previews of even
better things to come in the

two crucial seniors for next

next couple of years.
So the men's and

Though the women lose
season, they do return a host

of players from this year's

women's soccer teams didn't
make a serious run at the

team that will look to drive

with 18 knocked in. The

season, compared to last sea
son, in one word?
"Funner," said Roberts,
"since you asked for only one

conference title this year. Is

word."

that a reason to throw in the

the postseason next year.

sophomore has also hit

ting average and RBI, hit
ting .303 for the season

towel for the next couple of
seasons as well? Of course
not.

THEY

SAID

I T. . .
k f o x c a d i o

theme of returning players,

been outstanding in her first col
legiate season, though a quick
glance at the statistics may not
give her success away. After all,

that the Bruins have been lack

George Fox has seven freshmen.

athletics in Newberg.
One of the first things I
was told as the incoming

m o u n d .
Roberts has been solid in her

dent in our ability to win than
freshmen have helped a lot, both
defensively and offensively."
Confidence is something

in the NWC with an overall

record of 9-11. Like the men,

ers; the Red Sox winning the
World Series, the crazy times
had with the men from my

midst

Bruins finish with a humble 2Pitcher Michelle Roberts

to come

Sports Editor

may be in the
revival. Does

have done just that, winning six
Northwest Conference games as

BENNETT

they will return many players
next season, losing only one
senior to graduation.
Moving on to volleyball,
this year's team finished the

After a 2004 season that

wins, the goal for this season
was improvement. The Bruins

DAN

this season is

while having fun in the process.
yielded 32 losses and only four

glimpse of things

two

http?//www.Xfoxradio.net

"Stubbornness is

Catch GFU Baseball
LIVE
o n

w w w. k f o x r a d i o . n e t

usually considered a
negative, but I think
that trait has been a

positive for me."

- Cal Ripken Jr., former

April 23- Pacific (12:00 pm)

Baltimore Oriole and
future Hall of Famer

On the men's side, mixed
in with their losses came

flashes of brilliance, as
George Fox knocked off

nationally-ranked and eventu
al-Northwest Conference

champion Whitworth. Want

George Fox even further into
I could go on to the talk

about the spring sports, but
unfortunately, I do have a

limit on my column, and
there is plenty of other good
material in this paper to read.

In short, thank you to my
readers, special thanks to SID

Blair Cash, and, of course,
thanks to the coaches and

to hear even better news? The

athletes here at George Fox

ers for next season, giving

ing my freshman year as

Bruins return all but six play

University. Thanks for mak

them a solid foundation to

sports editor unforgettable,
and thanks in advance for the

mild on.

As for the ladies, they Fm-

next three years.

ished the season in fifth place

"Issue lHVoLCXXl
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Staff Writer
runs, 15 doubles and 53 RBI at

ivmg up to those expectations

Several other players,
including sophomores Daniel

Downs (six homeruns, 38 RBI)

University on April 23 and 24.
After final exams and grad
uation, the team will pack their
bags for Orange, Cahf. to face
off with Chapman University,
the 2003 National Champs and

the postseason for the sixth con

and Drew Johnson (.400 aver
age, 23 stolen bases), plus junior

currently the third-ranked team
in the nation. After the vital
three game series the Bruins

s e c o n d b a s e m a n C . R . B r a n i ff

will then return to Newberg to

(.400 average, 13 doubles, 28
RBI) are fueling the Bruins'
offense. With nearly every

fimsh the 2005 regular season

the plate, plus a 7-0 pitching
record, a league-leading 1.64

Following a national cham
pionship season, high expecta-

ERA, and 54 strikeouts.

hons are bound to be made

George Fox's baseball team is
and IS in the hunt to make it to
secutive year.

Despite the loss of several

key players, including former
All-American and current

Major League prospect Scott

starter hitting over .300 thus far,

Hyde, the Bruins have again

the Bruins boast one of the

found themselves near the top

most productive line-ups in the

Gehrig Richins have four and

can be hard to determine who is

three saves, respectively.

this team is focused on a

The road ahead for the

BRIAN

RURIK

REPARETO DIVE: Second baseman C.R. Branfi si ready to
a
v
od
i the tag at thridn
i a game agan
i st Puget Sound. Branfi, au
jn
play 1-2 in three games versus ior. has been integral to the Bruins' success this season
After starting conference

Linfield, the Bruins won 15

consecutive league games
before dropping two out of

three to Pacific Lutheran, mak

ing their overall record 25-8 and

main reasons.

The reasons for our suc
cess to this point are our team

Bailey says, "which is
17-3 in the NWC. Like many defense,"
number one in the country in

Bruin teams of the past, this

year's team depends on their

pitching and defense, as well as
a few breakout performances
on offense.

Coach Pat Bailey attributes
the success of his team to three

fielding percentage, our pitchers
throwing a lot of strikes, as well

as our team speed."

The Bruins lead the
Northwest Conference in

earned run average (ERA) and

fielding and are currently sec

regular season the Bruins have a

ers having received NWC
Player of the Week honors, it

conference.

^

California State-Hayward.
With a strong finish to the
shot to repeat the postseason
run that they made last year.
Coach Bailey feels that
"this team has surprised a lot of
people this season. Our pitch
ing staff has performed and a
lot of players are stepping up."
The feeling on the team is
that they are getting better
everyday and they have a good
chance of winning the confer
ence again. Just like last year,

of the Northwest Conference
standings.

with four games against

On the mound with Jones

are juniors Brandon Rupp (6-3,
2.94 ERA, 54 K) and Jordan
Purdy (6-0, 3.38 ERA). While

the starting pitchers are getting

ond in hitting to Linfield.
Many George Fox players
have enjoyed individual success

the job done, several relief
pitchers are shutting down the

this season. With multiple play

basis. Nick Hedgecock and

opposing hitters on a consistent

having the best season.
Derrick Jones has emerged
as a leader on the team, both at

Bruins, ranked 20th nationally,
will be a challenge. The team

the plate and on the mound.
The junior has seven home

season with a three game series

national championship and
they won't let anything get in
their way.

will close out their conference
a t h o m e a g a i n s t P a c i fi c

Tennis end seasons with matches in conference tournament
George Fox University
News Service

Finishing the Northwest
C o n f e r e n c e M e n ' s Te n n i s

Tournament where they began
it - as the #8 seed - the George
Fox University Bruins went 0-3
in this year's tournament,
including a 4-2 setback to the
Willamette University Bearcats
in the 7th-place consolationbracket.

I n t h e fi r s t r o u n d , t h e

Bruins were blanked 7-0 by the
# 1 - s e e d e d P a c i fi c L u t h e r a n

bottom of the order but not in
between. Hunter won for the
second time in three tourna

vailing 8-1. The Bruins' win
came at #6 singles as Rebecca

Lindsay Hagler got the Bruins'

Crinnion.

ment singles matches at #1,
while Chris Fogg won at #6.
George Fox completed its

The Whitworth College
Pirates, seeded #6, then

In the final match, the
Bruins won only one of the

Dalke at #4.

three doubles matches while

season with an overall record of

splitting the six singles. Dalke
and Hagler picked up their sec

4-12 after going 4-8 in regular-

season with an overall record of

4-12 after going 3-9 in the regu
lar season and finishing 8th in
the league.

at #1, Valerie Ring at #2, and
George Fox completed its
season conference play.

# I doubles. Singles winners for

Although they had beaten

make it three-for-three and

finals, the Bruins fell to the #5-

dropped a 5-4 decision to the

Bruins at #1 singles, while Mac
Ovenell and Shawn McKenzie

the Bruins were Courtney Ngai

ond win in the tournament at

the Lewis & Clark College
Pioneers both times they had
played during the regular sea
son, the George Fox University
Lady Bruins were unable to

Lutes. In the consolation semi

seeded Puget Sound Loggers 41. Tyson Hunter won for the

downed the Bruins 5-1 in their
consolation-bracket secondround match. The #1 doubles
team of Kelsie Dalke and

one win.

yz
O ff

Pios in the 7th-place match of
the Northwest Conference
Women's Tennis Tournament,

finishing 8th with an 0-3 tour

teamed up for a GFU victory at nament record.

The Bruins began the tour

#3 doubles.

In their final match against
Willamette, the two teams

Any

nament Friday as the #7 seed
and faced #2 University of

played only the singles, with the Puget Sound in their first-round
Bruins winning at the top and

match, with the Loggers pre

Drink

Standings and
Sciiednies
Baseball

NWC - 17-4 (3rd)
Overall - 25-8

April 23-24 - Pacific

May 1-3 - @ Chapman
May 6-8 - Cat State
Hayward

Limited to one discount per
purchase.
Expiration Date: June 30, 2005

Softball

Women's Tennis

Men's Tennis

Track and Field

NWC - 6-16 (7th)
Overall -11 -22

Final Standings

Final Standings

April 22-23 - NWC

April 23-24 - Pacific

NWC - 4-6 (7th)

NWC - 2-6 (8th)

Overall - 4-7

Overall - 2-6

-Tyson Hunter-

All-NWC First Team

hampionships
April 29 - Western

Oregon Twilight Invit.

May 7 - Oregon Twilightl
Meet
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NEWS

Comj)eting for "Mr, (Brum 2005
TRADITIONAL DANCING?: At left,
crowd favorties Andrew Folkcrtand Donny

finals, Giiampionships
and all that jazz
April 22-23

Dancing at Lughnasa, 7:30
April 22, 25-29

Senior Thesis Exhibits, 10:00-4:00

M i l l e r. B e l o w, B r i a n Z a r o a n d Z a c h A s s i n k

dance to a medley; the dance was choreo

April 23-23

Track NWC Championship in McMinnville

graphed by Rebecca Dorsey, who has lent her
skills to the pageant for several years. Assink,

April 24

right, strikes a po.se

Spring Formal
April 25

Midnight Breakfast, 10:00 p.m.
April 29

Track Western Twilight Invitational
CROWNING A (BURGER) KING:
Below, Junior Travis Lund reacts when

Ryan Dougherty, Mr. Bruin 2004,
crowns him this year's Mr. Bruin

April 29
First Reunion, 6:00 p.m.
April 30

Undergraduate commencement, 2:00 p.m

Graduate commencement, 7:00 p.m.

lumpy's tf adition sparks
senior Gontroversy
GHARITY

EDWARDS

tion night, adding the bar is
"one known location that

Business manager

everyone can go to hang out
senior can remember,

one last time."
Another senior said: "I

graduation day has culmi

think Lumpy's is a funny tradi

Every year since any

A HERO, OR TWO, OR SIX: Above, Patrick
Shuckerow sings "Hero" while superheroes dance in the
background. During the number, the junior was lifted
into the air by his studly pals
Coniimted from front page
significant drawbacks as
well. The Shiloh Inn might
limit parking to one car per
room, and some students
would be faced with the deci

sion whether they should make
the eight-minute trip to and
from Shiloh Inn at night.

property owners if the universi
ty can remove low limbs from
trees and install lights for the
safety of students.
"Even having students on
campus walking around at 11
at night isn't ideal," Johnstone
noted.

ty would address some security

The situation isn't going to
be cheap.
"I think the university will
lose money on this, which we

concerns and would likely ask

realize and are willing to take

Johnstone said the universi

on," Johnstone said. "We have
to house students who come
in."
He said about half a dozen
students

have

asked

him

whether the rumor about hous

ing at the Shiloh Inn was true.
"Some of them are really
excited about the possibility of
living in the Shiloh, and some
of them say 'that's terrible,"'
Johnstone said.

nated with several dozen

tion. Sure, it not a super-nice

new alumni patronizing

bar, but essentially it's about

Lumpy's Landing, a pub
in Dundee. This year,

last time."

night trips have resulted in
people getting smashed, and

Heading up the antiLumpy's campaign is Krystal
Brownlee, the senior class pres

George Fox students' Christian
"witness to the community we
have spent four years witness

ident. She said she thinks it is

ing to." She said, "I don't see
the point in going out the night

stupid to "go to a really dirty
bar and get trashed."
In addition, she has begun
to campaign for dessert and

and make a difference

that such an activity ruins

you graduate from college and
getting smashed."
Bowman said: "It's the

maybe drinks at "someplace

people and saying good-bye

nice in Portland."

and congratulations that are

Some seniors, though, see
no problem with the Lumpy's

important, not the location.

Greg Bowman, a senior,
said, "I am in favor of the tra

Yo u r L i f e

Brownlee said past grad-

though, some seniors are
suggesting and alternate,
"cleaner," place to gather
on graduation night.

tradition.

Change

connecting with friends one

So why not save yourself some
hassle in organizing and go to
Lumpy's?"

dition simply because it is a

An employee at Lumpy's
confirmed the tradition, but

tradition." He said he will see

said the rumor about giving

ing all of his senior friends for
literally the last time gradua

away alcohol on graduation
night is false.

Sensational
Cuts

with a coimsediy; degree from Cixtrge Fiox Unit^ity
• Master of Arts in Couasollng

• Mxster ol Arts in Marriage and Therapy
• Master Arts in School Counsi^llng

Sensible
Prices

• Master of Science in Schotd Psychology
• CenUlcdte progranii available

503-554-6166

i^Great Clips for hair

counseting.georgefox.edu

Great Haricuts. EveryT.me. Everywhere.

Present your George Fox student ID
to save $2 on any haircut

901N.BrustcherRd.Newberg(503)538-6943
Giokgi;
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